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Listening to patterns

Denial  

How to avoid being asleep

What we need from each other
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Mid 1980s- sense of cracking wide open the disease puzzles- but

The allure of journeys almost over- links between diseases and genes
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Synthetic Lethal Screens to selectively kill tumor cells
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promote an ecosystem where 

research is conducted 

for others to consume

A research commons enabling secondary research
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transition to working on wearables

when genotyping was becoming more informative that phenotyping
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static and somewhat constrained by definitions of symptoms 

with subjectivity of examining clinicians
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How to exit the medieval framing of participants as “subjects” to  
be probed and incented to do what others demand of them
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Personal Health Assistant

self-navigate before and after symptoms arise

nurtures actions in times of strength

contributed by each for each other
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Tackle  fundamental unknowns using smart phones and wearables

Enable individual forecasting of symptom transitions

Learn how to effectively return insights to individuals wishing to navigate 

with health and disease- empower individuals/families

Push on the limits of participant empowered designs  and question 

traditional roles for following diseases and interventions

Ensure all data, findings, algorithms, and apps 

as possible will be available to all

4YouandMe / Oxford 



4YouandMe / Oxford

Ongoing and Completed Studies 

using wearables and digital health technologies
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1. Confirm functionality of integrating digital and clinical data of sufficient quality

2. Identify signals associated with detection and forecasting symptoms

3. Describe inter-individual variation for detecting and forecasting symptoms

Better Understanding Mechanisms of Pregnancy 

(BUMP) Study Aims
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Current and Completed Feasibility Studies
Stress and Recovery: Stress in COVID healthcare workers

BUMP: Forecasting Symptoms of Pregnancy and timing of delivery

Stress in Crohn’s: Can stress help forecast flares?

HERO: Following the effects of chemo and tumor regrowth

HERO: Designing tool to detect early growth of tumors

Diabetes & Stress: How does stress effect continuous glucose measures

Fabric of Life: Effects of Stress on Li-Fraumeni Syndrome

My Experiences: Revamping the Psychiatric system of classification
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HERO STUDIES
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HERO STUDIES
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HERO STUDIES
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HERO STUDIES- next steps for wearables in Oncology

Non-profit

Explore how wearables could be useful in tumor detection

Build dashboard for patients and clinicians to follow effects of cancer 

therapies and disentangle from adverse effects and question of tumor 

regrowth

Design way to objectively follow the delivery of “standard”  care from 
center to center across the globe

Improve the ability to follow individuals in clinical trials

Build out alternative to RECIST criteria- “quality of life”



Pushing on the limits of participant driven studies

Co-construct with participants

Co-evolve protocols and consents

Bi-weekly active neutral support calls with all participants

Include ways for participants to follow triggers

Tools to record insights into effects on symptom presentations

Provide scrolling data diaries to follow symptoms

Biweekly participant videos follow feelings and insights

Live forums to share insights and symptoms

Hold ZOOM calls to introduce participants and researchers

Provide opportunities to be co-authors
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Listening to patterns

Denial  

How to avoid being asleep

What we need from each other

Healing Self                           Healing others /Research                           Healing the Planet

Healing ourselves Healing others Healing the planet

COMMON THEMES TO OBSTACLES



HANNAH ARENDT  &  SIMONE WEIL

WHY DOES IT GO SO WRONG?







We are likely shifting to a world where companies 

and government’s understandings of what we do 
and how to alter our behaviors will explode because 

of vast asymmetric knowledge about us.
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COMMON THEMES- healing self, others and the planet

Who frames the key questions to be solved?

Who decides who sits at the table?

Who sets rewards and incentives?

Who defines “common sense”?
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INDIVIDUAL ANXIETY            COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
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INDIVIDUAL ANXIETY            COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE

Non-profit

We have to be at the table to bring in our voice: ‘If about us, not without 
us.’ 



INDIVIDUAL ANXIETY            COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE

Non-profit

We have to be at the table to bring in our voice: ‘If about us, not without 
us.’ 

PLANETIZEN UNIVERSITY
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Listening to patterns

Denial  

How to avoid being asleep

What we need from each other

“work on specific problems - but look for overriding common  obstacles”

“forgive us for we know not”

“we are flawed- and we are possibly more risky than AI”

“dangers when evolving insights  faster than we can understand “
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